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ABSTRACT

A previously presented robust and fast diagnostic NOx model was modified into a predictive model. This was done by using simple yet physically-based models for fuel injection, ignition delay, premixed heat release rate and diffusion combustion heat release rate.

The model can be used both for traditional high temperature combustion and for high-EGR low temperature combustion.

It was possible to maintain a high accuracy and calculation speed of the NOx model itself. The root mean square of the relative model error is 16 % and the calculation speed is around one second on a PC. Combustion characteristics such as ignition delay, CA50 and the general shape of the heat release rate are well predicted by the combustion model.

The model is aimed at real time NOx calculation and optimization in a vehicle on the road.

INTRODUCTION

It is likely that future diesel engines will use some kind of partially premixed combustion in order to simultaneously reduce soot and NOx formation. As partially premixed combustion is very sensitive to inlet conditions such as pressure, temperature and EGR rate, some type of closed-loop control should ideally be used. Real time models for ignition delay and emission formation combined with closed-loop control and optimization of injection timing might be a powerful tool to control these future engines and to bring out the full potential of the emerging technologies.

Another application of fast emission models is for engines fitted with a NOx aftertreatment system that adds a reduction agent to the exhaust stream. In that case, it is essential to know the engine-out NOx level in order to control the reduction agent flow into the catalytic converter. The conventional approach in this application is the use of a lookup table. However, with an increasing number of engine control parameters (e.g. VGT and EGR valve settings and variable valve actuation) it is not feasible to cover all possible operating points with a lookup table.

In a previous work by the same authors [1] a fast physically-based diagnostic NOx model was introduced capable of predicting the engine-out NOx emissions of diesel engines using single injections and highly varying operating conditions.

Over the years, many models that calculate engine-out NOx emissions have been developed and presented. The most important new element in the model presented in the previously mentioned paper was the calculation speed which was achieved using tables with chemical equilibrium data. High calculation speed is a prerequisite for physical models used for engine or aftertreatment control. Another feature included in this model was entrainment of unburned gas into the burned gas.

In another investigation by the same authors [2], modifications to the model were carried out that yielded increased accuracy and reduced calculation time. Due to these modifications, the model error (measured as root mean square of the relative error) was reduced from 22 to 13 percent and the calculation time of one engine cycle was reduced from 1.4 to 0.3 seconds.

In the present paper, the existing NOx model is supplemented with a fast heat release model. Thus, the NOx model does not depend on the availability of a cylinder pressure trace as input data. Instead, it relies on information about the injection event (injection pressure, start of injection and injection duration) and the in-cylinder state to calculate the heat release rate and cylinder pressure trace necessary for NOx modelling.
DESCRIPTION OF THE PREDICTIVE NOX MODEL

The model consists of two main parts: the NOx model itself and a heat release model that feeds the NOx model with input data.

THE NOX MODEL

The present NOx model was presented more thoroughly in [1] and was modified and improved in [2]. This section contains a summary of the model. For more details, please refer to the two previously mentioned papers.

The model is zero-dimensional in the sense that it does not account for any exact geometric features of the combustion chamber, though the combustion products are divided into multiple zones. The model is implemented in Matlab code on a PC platform.

The cylinder content is considered as an ideal gas.

After combustion of each fuel element, each burned gas element is mixed with cooler cylinder gas (composed of intake air, EGR and residual gas). The speed of this mixing is governed by a characteristic mixing time, which in the diagnostic version of the model was a tuning parameter by itself (in the unit CAD). In the present predictive model, the characteristic mixing time at each engine operating condition is calculated:

\[ t_{\text{char}} = C_{\text{mix}} \cdot 6 \cdot \text{rpm} \cdot \frac{l}{k} \]

(1)

where \( t_{\text{char}} \) is the characteristic mixing time [CAD], \( C_{\text{mix}} \) is a constant [CAD], \( l \) is a characteristic length [m] and \( k \) is the density of turbulent kinetic energy [m^2/s^2] (\( l \) and \( k \) are defined in a later section of this work). A new value of \( t_{\text{char}} \) is calculated for each new fuel element that burns.

NOx formation is modelled according to the extended Zeldovich mechanism. It is well known that the Zeldovich mechanism can only account for NOx formation at relatively high temperatures. At low temperature combustion (which occurs e.g. at very high rates of EGR) other mechanisms dominate NOx formation [3 and 4]. These are the prompt mechanism, the N\(_2\)O intermediate mechanism and superequilibrium in conjunction with the Zeldovich mechanism. However, as will be shown below in this paper, for practical calculations in a diesel engine, the Zeldovich mechanism can be used to calculate NOx formation even under low temperature conditions if a simple empirical compensation algorithm is used.

To model NOx formation, the equilibrium temperature and species concentrations have to be calculated. This calculation is usually performed by the time-consuming minimization of Gibbs free energy. The key to high calculation speed of a NOx model is to avoid the slow iterative procedure of Gibbs free energy minimization. The present model uses tabulated results of a Gibbs free energy minimization code. The results are placed in lookup tables with three input parameters: pressure, local equivalence ratio and local temperature. The three input parameters together define the chemical and thermodynamic state of the burned gas (assuming equilibrium of all relevant species). Each lookup table has approximately 1000 output values. There is one lookup table to calculate equilibrium temperature; the temperature input to this table is the temperature assuming complete combustion (i.e. no dissociation). There is also one lookup table for each species relevant for NOx formation. The temperature input to these tables is the equilibrium temperature. The figure below outlines the major steps when calculating equilibrium temperature and concentrations in newly burned zones using the lookup tables.

First, an adiabatic flame temperature is calculated (A in Figure 1). In the next step (B in Figure 1), the cooling during and immediately after combustion due to heat radiation is calculated. For simplicity, no further heat losses from the burned zones are accounted for than this instantaneous temperature drop. Next, the temperature trace of the zone (not considering dissociation) is calculated over a range of crank angle degrees relevant for NOx formation (solid line in Figure 1). This temperature trace is achieved by assuming isentropic compression between each time step. Also, at each time step, cool unburned cylinder gas is mixed into the burned zone, and the total enthalpy of added gas and burned gas is conserved.

Subsequently, using the temperature lookup table, the same temperature trace is re-calculated also considering dissociation (C in Figure 1). The physical interpretation of the resulting temperature trace is the local
temperature in one of the burned zones assuming chemical equilibrium in the zone. Finally, the equilibrium concentrations of species required by the NOx model (O, O2 and OH) are determined by interpolation in the lookup tables.

Calibration parameters of the NOx model

The main calibration parameters are the characteristic mixing time constant $C_{mix}$ (which governs the mixing of cooler unburned cylinder gas with hot burned gas) and the heat radiation constant (which determines the temperature drop B in Figure 1).

THE PREDICTIVE HEAT RELEASE MODEL

The heat release model calculates the incremental heat release and cylinder pressure change once every 0.2 CAD.

Heat transfer

Convective heat transfer is calculated using the well known Woschni model [5]. Only the first constant (C1) is used. The second constant (C2) is set to zero.

The radiative heat transfer is calculated:

$$Q_{rad} = \dot{n}_{burned} \cdot C_{rad} \cdot (T_{ad})^4$$

(2)

where $\dot{n}_{burned}$ is the production rate of burned gas, $C_{rad}$ is the heat radiation constant (which was mentioned above as a calibration parameter of the NOx model) and $T_{ad}$ is the adiabatic combustion temperature.

Injection

In order to speed up heat release calculations, the injection event is simplified as a top hat profile. When the injector needle has reached 1/3 of maximum lift, the model considers it as fully open. When the needle is closed to 1/3 of maximum lift, the model considers it as fully closed. Figure 2 shows the top hat profile and the needle lift signal. One further argument for a top hat profile is that today’s development of injectors goes toward fast piezo-electric units, even though the injector used in the present engine was of the solenoid type (slower opening and closing). Real lift curves therefore increasingly resemble top hat profiles.

The injection velocity is calculated:

$$u_f = \frac{2 \cdot \Delta P}{\rho_f \cdot C_d}$$

(3)

where $\Delta P$ is the pressure difference between rail and cylinder, $\rho_f$ is liquid fuel density and $C_d$ is the discharge coefficient (the value 0.9 was chosen).

Figure 2. Needle lift opening signal (solid blue line) and simplified top hat profile (dashed magenta line).

The injected fuel flow rate is calculated:

$$\dot{m}_f = C_e \cdot \rho_f \cdot n_{holes} \cdot \pi \cdot \frac{D^2}{4} \cdot u_f$$

(4)

where $C_e$ is the coefficient of contraction (tuning parameter), $n_{holes}$ is the number of injector holes and $D$ is the diameter of the injector holes.

Ignition delay

Chmela et al. developed a simple physics-based approach for predicting ignition delay [6]. The formation of radicals in the fuel spray is assumed to follow an Arrhenius type law:

$$R(\varphi) = k_1 \cdot c_O(\varphi) \cdot c_F(\varphi) \cdot e^{-k_2 \cdot T_f / T(\varphi)}$$

(5)

where $R$ is formation rate of radicals [mole/m^3s], $\varphi$ is the crank angle, $k_1$ and $k_2$ are model constants, $c_O$ and $c_F$ are the concentrations of oxygen and fuel [mole/m^3], $T_f$ is a fuel dependent constant and $T$ is the temperature in the spray. Ignition occurs when the integral of $R$ reaches a certain value $K$:

$$\int_{\varphi_{soc}}^{\varphi_{soi}} R(\varphi) d\varphi = \frac{1}{6 \cdot rpm} \int_{\varphi_{soc}}^{\varphi_{soi}} R(\varphi) d\varphi = K$$

(6)

It is possible to choose the value of $k_1$ in such a way that the integral reaches the value of unity at SOC. The ignition model of the present paper is based on Chmela’s approach, but the concentrations of oxygen and fuel are assigned unknown exponents $a$ and $b$ to be empirically determined (which is normal practice when handling global reactions):
Furthermore, the concentration \( c \) [mole/m\(^3\)] is proportional to \( \rho x \) (if mean molar mass is constant) where \( \rho \) is gas density [kg/m\(^3\)] and \( x \) is molar fraction [dimensionless] of oxygen or fuel. Therefore:

\[
R(\phi) = k_1 c_O(\phi)^{a} \cdot c_F(\phi)^{b} \cdot e^{-\frac{k_2 T(\phi)}{T}}
\]  

(7)

The molar fraction of fuel (\( x_f \)) cannot be exactly controlled and is varying with time and with location in the fuel spray; for simplicity, the mean value of \( x_f \) is assumed to be constant and is made a part of the constant at the beginning of the expression. The remaining expression

\[
R(\phi) = k_{ib} \cdot \rho^{a+b} \cdot x_O(\phi)^{a} \cdot x_F(\phi)^{b} \cdot e^{-\frac{k_2 T(\phi)}{T}}
\]  

(8)

contains three physically-based factors, each of which can easily be varied by using different engine operating conditions. For simplicity, the temperature \( T(\phi) \) is calculated by assuming a mean \( \lambda \) of 0.5 in the spray cloud that is undergoing pre-reactions; this is the same approach as chosen by Chmela et al. For calibration of constants, see section 'Calibration parameters of the heat release model' below.

The ignition delay is assumed to commence when the injector needle has opened to 1/3 of full lift.

Premixed combustion

The shape of the premixed heat release is modeled semi-empirically as a Gauss curve (see Figure 3), whereas the amount of premixed combustion (the area under the curve) is physically modeled. The peak of premixed combustion, i.e. the peak of the Gauss curve, is assumed to occur 1.5 standard deviations after time of ignition; or, in other words, the time of ignition is defined as occurring 1.5 standard deviations before the premixed spike.

To determine the shape of the Gauss curve, we assume that the conditions that promote fast premixed combustion are similar to the conditions that promote short ignition delay, Therefore, a similar Arrhenius approach as the one for ignition delay is used:

\[
R_{\text{prem}} = k_{\text{prem}} \cdot \rho^{a+z} \cdot x_O^{a+z} \cdot e^{-\frac{k_2 T}{T}}
\]  

(10)

A high value of \( R_{\text{prem}} \) at the time of ignition means high premixed heat release rate and short duration of premixed heat release.

The standard deviation (in CAD) of the Gauss curve is calculated:

\[
\sigma_{\text{prem}} = \frac{6 \cdot \text{rpm}}{R_{\text{prem}}}
\]  

(11)

Now, the amount of premixed combustion should be calculated. According to Siebers [7 and 8], the following relation holds for air entrainment into a diesel spray:

\[
m_a(x) \propto \sqrt{\rho_a \cdot \rho_f} \cdot D \cdot x \cdot u_f
\]  

(12)

where \( \rho_b \) is density of entrained cylinder gas and \( x \) is distance from injector. Thus the flow rate of entrained cylinder gas at any axial distance in one fuel spray can be calculated:

\[
m_a(x) = C_{\text{entrain}} \cdot \sqrt{\rho_a \cdot \rho_f} \cdot D \cdot x \cdot u_f
\]  

(13)

where \( C_{\text{entrain}} \) is an air entrainment constant. For simplicity, no correction is made for the spray/wall interaction that occurs at long axial distances. At each axial distance from the injector, the relative air/fuel ratio can be calculated:

\[
\lambda(x) = \frac{\dot{m}_a(x)}{\dot{m}_f}_{\text{stoich}}
\]  

(14)

where the mass flow rate of fuel at any axial location in the spray is the injected mass flow rate calculated by Equation 4. The stoichiometric air/fuel ratio is easily calculated if the species concentrations of the cylinder
Gas are known. For calculation of species concentrations, see [1]. By applying the law of momentum conservation

$$m_f \cdot u_f = (m_f + m_a(x)) \cdot u_{\text{spray}}(x)$$  \hspace{1cm} (15)$$

the position of each fuel element in time and space ($x$ axis location) can be calculated. Figure 4 shows how time (CAD after a fuel element was injected), axial location and local lambda are interrelated. For example, for the current in-cylinder conditions, 3 CADs after being injected, a fuel element has reached 40.4 mm and has mixed with cylinder gas to reach a local lambda of 0.45. At that lambda, the heat release fraction is 0.37, which means that if premixed burn occurs at that moment, the current fuel element will release 37% of its lower heating value. The heat release fractions as a function of lambda were taken from a figure presented in [9]. It was found that the heat release fraction increases virtually linearly with local lambda up to $\lambda = 1$. At higher values of lambda, the heat release fraction is unity. It was assumed that no heat release will occur where the mixture is richer than $\lambda = 0.2$. Finally, the amount of premixed heat release is calculated by integrating the heat release fraction over the amount of fuel at each axial location. This is done at the CAD when the premixed spike is predicted to occur.

Diffusion combustion

Diffusion combustion is generally considered as mixing controlled and according to Chmela et al. (6), the diffusive heat release rate can be calculated:

$$\frac{dQ_{\text{diff}}}{dt} = C_{\text{mod}} \cdot LHV \cdot m_{\text{diff}} \cdot \frac{\sqrt{k}}{l} \cdot \frac{a_{\text{stoich}}}{a_{\text{stoich,diluted}}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (16)$$

where $C_{\text{mod}}$ is a model constant, $LHV$ is the Lower Heating Value of the fuel, $m_{\text{diff}}$ is fuel mass available for diffusive combustion, $k$ is density of turbulent kinetic energy [$\text{m}^2/\text{s}^2$], $l$ is a characteristic length [$\text{m}$], $a_{\text{stoich}}$ is stoichiometric air/fuel ratio and $a_{\text{stoich,diluted}}$ is stoichiometric gas/fuel ratio (where gas refers to air and burned gas in the cylinder). The fuel mass available for diffusive combustion, $m_{\text{diff}}$, is calculated as the difference between the fuel injected up to any point in time and the fuel burnt:

$$m_{\text{diff}} = m_{\text{F,inj}} - \frac{Q}{LHV}$$  \hspace{1cm} (17)$$

According to Chmela, the characteristic length is a measure of the distance between molecules which changes due to compression and expansion and is calculated:

$$l = \frac{3}{\sqrt{V_{\text{cyl}}}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (18)$$

where $V_{\text{cyl}}$ is current cylinder volume. This approach was tested by the authors of the present paper but found unable to correctly reflect the heat release rate during strong variations in dilution by EGR (which means strong variations of $a_{\text{stoich,diluted}}$). Instead, an attempt was made to include the effect of charge dilution in the calculation of the mixing length:

$$l = \frac{1}{\sqrt{N_A \cdot c_O}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (19)$$

where $N_A$ is Avogadro’s Number and $c_O$ is oxygen gas concentration [$\text{mole/m}^3$]. The physical meaning of this length is the mean distance between oxygen molecules. Now Equation 16 can be simplified:

$$\frac{dQ_{\text{diff}}}{dt} = C_{\text{Mod}} \cdot LHV \cdot m_{\text{diff}} \cdot \frac{\sqrt{k}}{l}$$  \hspace{1cm} (20)$$

Equation 20 combined with 19 turned out to yield excellent predictions of heat release rate even at highly varying rates of charge dilution.

Chmela et al. assumed that all turbulent kinetic energy was generated by the spray; this is only realistic if the combustion chamber can be considered as quiescent. In
the model of the present paper, the turbulent kinetic energy is therefore divided into two parts, the first generated by the spray and the second by the in-cylinder swirl:

\[ k(\tau) = k_{\text{spray}}(\tau) + k_{\text{swirl}} \]  

(21)

At high injection pressure, low swirl number and low rpm, spray generated turbulence dominates; at low injection pressure, high swirl number and high rpm, swirl generated turbulence dominates. The density of spray generated turbulence is calculated:

\[ k_{\text{spray}}(\tau) = C_{\text{spray}_{-}\text{turb}} \cdot \Delta P \cdot x_{O_2} \cdot e^{-C_{jule} \cdot \tau_{\text{AEOf}} \cdot \Delta \mu} \]  

(22)

where \( C_{\text{spray}_{-}\text{turb}} \) is a constant, \( \tau_{\text{AEOf}} \) is a constant governing the half time of spray generated turbulence due to dissipation and \( \Delta \mu \) is the time after end of injection. The density of swirl generated turbulence is calculated:

\[ k_{\text{swirl}} = C_{\text{swirl}_{-}\text{turb}} \cdot (R_s \cdot \text{rpm} \cdot B)^2 \]  

(23)

where \( C_{\text{swirl}_{-}\text{turb}} \) is a constant, \( R_s \) is the swirl ratio and \( B \) is cylinder bore.

Transition from premixed to diffusive combustion

To achieve a smooth and realistic transition from premixed to diffusive combustion, an entirely empirical approach is taken: the diffusive heat release rate calculated by Equation 20 is multiplied by a ‘ramp’ factor that increases linearly from zero, at two standard deviations (as defined by Equation 11) before the premixed spike, to one, at four standard deviations after the spike. Then the diffusive heat release rate at all CADs is normalized so that the total diffusive heat release is unchanged.

Tuning the calibration parameters of the heat release model

The value of the heat radiation constant \( C_{\text{rad}} \) was taken over from the diagnostic NOx model [1], where it had been tuned to yield the correct average NOx emission.

The amount of injected fuel according to the model must equal the measured amount of injected fuel; this is done by calibrating \( C_c \) in Equation 4.

In the expression for ignition delay (Equation 9), density can be varied by altering the intake pressure, which gives a value of \( a+b \). Oxygen fraction is varied by altering the EGR rate, which gives a value of \( a \). Temperature is varied by changing the intake temperature (or by increasing compression ratio, while simultaneously decreasing intake pressure), which gives a value of \( k_2 \cdot T_i \). The constants \( k_2 \) and \( T_i \) cannot be separated if only one fuel is tested such as in the present case.

The three constants of Equation 10, that control the shape of the premixed heat release, are tuned in a similar way as the ones in Equation 9 as described in the previous paragraph.

The air entrainment constant \( C_{\text{entrain}} \) is tuned to give a correct amount of premixed heat release.

In the equation for diffusive heat release rate (Equation 20) \( C_{\text{Mod}} \) is tuned to give a correct diffusive heat release rate.

The relation between \( C_{\text{spray}_{-}\text{turb}} \) and \( C_{\text{swirl}_{-}\text{turb}} \) is given by varying engine speed and/or injection pressure. The model should give a correct diffusive heat release rate in spite of this variation. The constant \( C_{\text{fade}} \) is tuned to correctly reflect the fading of diffusive heat release rate after the end of injection. This is ideally done at low engine speed and high injection pressure.

CONNECTING HEAT RELEASE MODEL TO NOX MODEL

The formation of combustion products (input for NOx model) is calculated from the heat release rate assuming that all fuel is combusted at a fuel/air equivalence ratio of one. This is in agreement with modern theory of diffusion flames in general and of diesel combustion in particular [10]. However, this a substantial simplification of the real combustion process of both conventional and partially premixed diesel combustion, especially when the premixed part of combustion is large. The effect of this difference between real and modeled combustion is that there will sometimes be a time lag between model and reality concerning when elements of burned gas have reached equivalence ratio one.

The NOx model also requires the cylinder pressure as input data. The cylinder pressure is calculated by rearranging the first law of thermodynamics:

\[ \frac{dp}{d\varphi} = \left( \frac{dQ_n}{d\varphi} - \frac{\gamma}{\gamma-1} p \frac{dV}{d\varphi} \right) \left( \frac{\gamma-1}{V} \right) \]  

(24)

where \( Q_n \) is net heat release and \( \gamma \) is ratio of specific heats, which is dynamically calculated depending on current in-cylinder temperature and composition.

ENGINE MEASUREMENTS FOR VALIDATION

For validation of the model, measurements from a single cylinder research engine based on a 6 cylinder truck engine were used. The engine was equipped with a common rail injection system. The rail pressure was 1500 bar. It was run at three different compression ratios (between 12.2:1 and 17.3:1), each with a different piston crown design providing three different combustion...
chamber geometries. A very wide EGR range was used on these operating points (from 3 % up to 75 %) and combustion was in some cases conventional diesel diffusion type and in other cases (high EGR) partially premixed. However, due to limitations in the dynamometer control and engine vibrations, only a limited speed range could be tested (1100 – 1400 rpm). The single cylinder engine and the operating points used in this paper are identical to the single cylinder engine and its operating points used in [1]. For more details about the engine and the operating points please refer to the Appendix of that paper.

RESULTS

IGNITION DELAY

The ability of the heat release model to predict ignition delay is shown in Figure 5.

The coefficient of variation of the error in ignition delay predictions is 16 %.

HEAT RELEASE RATE

The predicted rates of premixed and diffusive heat release for a high compression ratio low-EGR operating condition are shown in Figure 6, and their sum, the total heat release, can be compared to the actual heat release rate which is calculated using the measured cylinder pressure trace.

The general trends are captured when comparing predicted and measured (calculated using a single-zone heat release analysis of measured cylinder pressure data) heat release rates. The accuracy of CA50 predictions are shown in Figure 8. The standard deviation of the error in CA50 predictions is 1.0 CAD.
NOX EMISSIONS

The results of the model compared to measured engine-out NOx levels at three different compression ratios (17.3, 14.5 and 12.2) are shown in Figure 9.

As in previous papers by the same authors [1 and 2], a simple empirical correction algorithm was applied at the end of each engine cycle to all burned zones with a NOx formation of less than 60 ppm:

\[
ppmNO_{corr} = 11.8 \cdot (ppmNO_{uncorr})^{0.43}
\]  

(25)

The resulting NOx levels of the low-NOx operating points are shown in Figure 11.

It is difficult to give an explanation for how the high accuracy of the low-NOx correction algorithm relates to the physics of NOx formation. However, to give the reader an idea of the temperature range where a correction is required, Figure 12 shows measured and predicted engine-out NOx vs. calculated values of maximum local temperature during the cycle; according to the figure it is obvious that the extended Zeldovich
mechanism alone can account for all NOx formation down to a temperature of approximately 2300 K. Below that temperature, one or several of the low-temperature mechanisms become important (predicted uncorrected values depart from measured values); these mechanisms were listed above.

![Figure 12. Engine-out NOx vs. calculated maximum local temperature.](image)

The root mean square of the relative error in the predicted engine-out NOx emissions was 16 %. The corresponding error of the diagnostic (i.e. based on pressure trace) version of the same NOx model was 13 % [2].

**CALCULATION SPEED**

The calculation time of one engine operating cycle is one second on a 2.8 GHz PC. The diagnostic version of the same model had a calculation time of 0.3 seconds [2]. One second computational time is not sufficient to handle engine transients. However, it would be possible to identify time-consuming calculation processes in the model and allocate them to an Application Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC) and thus drastically decrease the required calculation time. For example, it has been shown that a net heat release calculation can be implemented on a re-programmable ASIC called Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) with a calculation time of only 70 $\mu$s per engine cycle [11]; put in different words, at 1200 rpm, the FPGA could perform the complete heat release calculation 1400 times during the time it takes to complete one engine cycle. Therefore it seems reasonable to assume that if time-consuming calculation processes are allocated to an ASIC, the model should be sufficiently fast to handle engine transients.

**SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION**

A previously presented robust and fast diagnostic NOx model was modified into a predictive model. Ignition delay is modeled based on an Arrhenius type expression.

Premixed heat release rate is assumed to follow the shape of a Gauss curve. The amount of premixed heat release is determined by simple jet theory.

The diffusive combustion is assumed to be mixing controlled and its heat release rate is given by a formulation involving turbulent kinetic energy (from spray and swirl) and a characteristic length. The characteristic length corresponds to the mean distance between oxygen molecules.

The model can be used both for traditional high temperature combustion and for high-EGR low temperature combustion.

It was possible to maintain a high accuracy and calculation speed of the NOx model itself. Combustion characteristics such as ignition delay, CA50 and the general shape of the heat release rate are well predicted by the combustion model.

The model is aimed at real time NOx calculation and optimization in a vehicle on the road. If combined with an engine efficiency model and a fast soot model, it would be possible to continuously optimize the diesel engine while driving.

As the present model is based on single injections only, it would probably need modifications before being applied on multiple-injection strategies, especially if there is a long time period between the first and the last injection.
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NOTATION AND ACRONYMS

\( a \) empirical exponent [-]
\( a_2 \) empirical exponent [-]
\( b \) empirical exponent [-]
\( b_2 \) empirical exponent [-]
\( c_f \) fuel concentration [mole/m\(^3\)]
\( c_O \) oxygen gas concentration [mole/m\(^3\)]
\( k \) density of turbulent kinetic energy [m\(^2\)/s\(^2\)]
\( k_{1b} \) model constant [m\(^3\)/(mole-s)]
\( k_{1c} \) model constant [(mole/(m\(^3\)-s))·(m\(^3\)/kg)]
\( k_2 \) model constant [-]
\( k_{prem} \) model constant [(mole/(m\(^3\)-s))·(m\(^3\)/kg)]
\( k_{spray} \) turbulent kinetic energy from spray [m\(^2\)/s\(^2\)]
\( k_{swirl} \) turbulent kinetic energy from swirl [m\(^2\)/s\(^2\)]
\( l \) characteristic length [m]
\( \dot{m}_a \) gas entrained into spray [kg/s]
\( m_{diff} \) fuel mass for diffusive combustion [kg]
\( m_f \) injected fuel mass rate [kg/s]
\( m_{F,inj} \) injected fuel mass [kg]
\( n_{holes} \) number of injector holes
\( \rho \) cylinder pressure [Pa]

\( ppmNO \) concentration of NO formed during cycle [-]
\( u_f \) fuel injection velocity [m/s]
\( u_{spray} \) velocity of fuel and entrained gas [m/s]
\( x \) distance from injector [m]
\( x_F \) molar fraction of fuel
\( x_O \) molar fraction of oxygen gas

\( B \) cylinder bore [m]
\( C_c \) coefficient of contraction [-]
\( C_d \) discharge coefficient [-]
\( C_{entrain} \) model constant [-]
\( C_{fract} \) model constant [1/s]
\( C_{mix} \) model constant [CAD]
\( C_{mod} \) model constant [-]
\( C_{rad} \) model constant [J/(mol·K\(^4\)]
\( C_{spray,turb} \) model constant [m\(^3\)/kg]
\( C_{swirl,turb} \) model constant [-]

\( D \) diameter of injector holes [m]
\( K \) threshold value [mole/m\(^3\)]
\( LHV \) lower heating value [J/kg]
\( N_A \) Avogadros number \([6.022 \times 10^{23}]\)
\( Q \) heat released [J]
\( Q_n \) net heat released [J]
\( \dot{Q}_{rad} \) radiative heat transfer [J/s]
\( R \) formation rate of radicals [mole/m\(^3\)-s]
\( R_{prem} \) formation rate of radicals [mole/m\(^3\)-s]
\( R_s \) swirl ratio [-]
\( T_{ad} \) adiabatic combustion temperature
\( T_{char} \) characteristic mixing time [CAD]
\( T_i \) local charge temperature [K]
\( T_{act} \) activation temperature [K]
\( V_{cyl} \) current cylinder volume

\( \gamma \) ratio of specific heats [-]
\( \phi \) crank angle [CAD]
\( \lambda \) relative air/fuel ratio
\( \rho \) charge density [kg/m\(^3\)]
\( \rho_a \) density of entrained gas [kg/m\(^3\)]
\( \rho_l \) liquid fuel density [kg/m\(^3\)]
\( \tau \) time [s]
\( \tau_{AEOI} \) time after end of injection [s]

\( \Delta P \) pressure difference between rail and cylinder

CA50 Crank angle when 50% heat is released
CAD Crank Angle Degree
EGR Exhaust Gas Recirculation
PPM Part Per Million
SOC Start Of Combustion
VGT Variable Geometry Turbine